
CONDUCT DEEP RESEARCH1
When Looking for a Rehab . Treatment

Center do some research online on their

homepage , website , and social media .

 

AVOID BODY BROKERING
THE  MOST  IMPORTANT  KEYPOINTS

ARE THEY PAYING YOU TO GO?2
If someone randomly calls you on your

phone and offers you money to just go to a

rehab . facility for a certain amount of time .

They are defently targeting you . 

ARE THEY OFFERING A FREE TRIP TO

REHAB?
3

 

If it sounds too good to be true , chances are

it is . Remember these scammers are

targeting desperate vulnerable people out

of money .

ARE THEY SELLING A REHAB

‘SCHOLARSHIP’ OR ‘VACATION’?
4

 

These scammers are good sales-people , but

not good people . The offer about going to a

rehab . "vacation" will not have nothing to

do with recovering from addiction .

DOES THEIR PRACTICE BASED ON

SCIENCE BASED 
5

 

If they let you connect with bad people

when your in rehab . , or seem to even care

for you and your well-being . Then your

being scammed out of your time&money

VIS IT  STEPHOUSERECOVERY .COM  FOR  MORE !

https://www.stephouserecovery.com/preventative-measures/


DO THEY ACCEPT INSURANCE?6
If they don 't accept insurance , then don 't

plan on going there . You can ask simply ask

them on the phone , email , and/or in-person

ARE THEY CREDITED? 7
If they are not credited by a trust-worthy

organization . Then they are not top be

trusted becuase it takes a lot to be credited .

LUXURY DOESN'T MEAN ANYTHING8
 

The fancy rehab . treatment facilities may

just be there to take your money . Yes , you

may enjoy spas and all , but if they don 't

practice any science-based methods . Then

it is a waste of time .

LONG-TERM CARE 9
 

Long-Term Effort Equals Long-Term Results .

Short-term like 30-day programs are not

enough to change the bad habits and

problems the user was trying to cope with

drugs and/or alchohol . 

DO THEY HAVE 1 ON 1 INTERACTION

WITH A LICENSED THERAPIST?
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Working on a 1 to 1 basis with a licensed

therapist is a crucial part to recovery . The

therapist is their to help uncover all the

problems going on behind the scenes . 

VIS IT  STEPHOUSERECOVERY .COM  FOR  MORE !

*BONUS*

DO THEY OFFER PREVENTIONAL

RELAPSE TREATMENT? 

 

B*

You have a higher chance to fall into

relapsing if you don't prepare for it. Having a

relapse-prevention program is important to

have. If they don't have one, go somewhere

else.

https://www.stephouserecovery.com/preventative-measures/

